EUROWORD 10

A. Name of the man who is considered the most important scientist of the 20th century, discoverer of the "theory of relativity".
   Albert Einstein

B. An important Danish physicist of the 20th century who contributed greatly to a better understanding of the atom, Niels...
   Bohr

C. A 63 km long lake that is surrounded by Germany, Austria and Switzerland
   Constance

D. Greek nymph who turned herself into a laurel to escape the harassment of the god Apollo.
   Daphne

E. Terrorist organization that assassinated the People’s Party councillor Miguel Angel Blanco
   ETA

F. European country in which the region of Brittany is located
   France

(Contains the) G. Capital of the Czech Republic
   PraGa

(Contains the) H. United States Plan for the Reconstruction of Europe after World War II
   MarsHall Plan

I. Type of art to which the Lady of Elche belongs. It is also the name of the peninsula of Spain and Portugal.
   Iberian
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T. Southernmost continental point of the EU
   Tarifa (Spain)

U. The Polish journalist, author and photographer, who became famous thanks to his work as correspondent in Africa, South America and Asia
   KapUściński, Ryszard

V. Volcano that buried the Italian city of Pompeii in 79 AD.
   Vesuvius

(Contains the) W. English writer, author of "Alice's Adventures in Wonderland".
   LeWis Carroll

(Contains the) X. The biblical chapter in which Moses leads the Jews out of Egypt and also the modern Greek way of saying "exit".
   EXodos / EXodus

(Contains the) Y. Famous French-Belgian cartoon character set in the "Wild West".
   LuckY Luke

(Contains the) Z. Islands belonging to Portugal
   AZores